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<td>With the continued growth of mobile devices usage, wireless communications improvement, and cloud computing evolution, many educational institutions around the world, especially universities and colleges, began to provide their students with mobile learning systems based on cloud computing. The widespread, ubiquitous, and flexible natures of mobile devices make mobile learning an attractive alternative in education, particularly when integrating it with cloud computing which is the up-to-date technology that delivers computing hardware and software as services. However, the participatory between mobile learning and cloud computing as a cloud based mobile learning (CBML) becomes one of the important methods in the learning process. Many researches have attempted to combine the unique features of CBML in a form of frameworks. These frameworks have been designed to identify, categorize, or evaluate the major components of the CBML system. This paper is an attempt to identify the important role of cloud computing technology in mobile learning, investigate the main advantages and limitations of CBML systems, and explore the previously designed CBML frameworks.</td>
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

The concept of mobile learning has become common and familiar in education as a result of increasing usage of mobile devices which are the most convenient and effective communication tools in our daily life. It is considered as a future learning model [1] and as a type of learning that takes facilities and advantages from mobile devices and its applications where learners are not at a predetermined and fixed location [2] in order to support the learning and teaching process anywhere and anytime. Hopefully, mobile learning will improve and develop the learning process in general and lead to smart educational systems.

In the last few years, storing documents online is a fanciful idea. Nowadays, data transferred from terminal devices and stored at servers on the cloud over the Internet. This technology helps in storing data outside computer context and becomes part of our daily life. Cloud computing is a compelling paradigm for delivering and managing services over the Internet [3]. It is a model for enabling ubiquitous and on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources, like: servers, storage, networks, applications, and services which can be rapidly released and provisioned with a minimal effort [4]. In this regard, many cloud computing providers such as Microsoft, Google, IBM, and CISCO have provided smart solutions for education.

Mobile learning is getting widespread day by day in amalgamation with cloud computing [5]. CBML is a new concept; it is an integration of mobile learning and cloud computing [6] that aims to...
overcome obstacles related to mobile computing [7]. It refers to a structure where learning materials as well as data storage and execution of learners and educational institutions are not at mobile devices; instead, they move a way to the cloud [8] which promises for a great development of the educational in the future [9]. So, many educational institutions, especially universities, have recognized the benefits and potentials of using CBML system [10].

CBML has become a big issue in many researches, mainly at higher educational institutions (HEIs). Based on the expected outcomes of CBML systems, many researchers have made efforts to explore the effects of such systems at education [11]. Others have proposed CBML frameworks derived from different perspectives in order to identify, investigate, explore, categorize, evaluate the pedagogical features of CBML systems [12, 13].

A framework is a comprehensive overview, a conceptual or real structure, proposed to serve as a guide or support for building things. It is a particular set of ideas, beliefs, or rules which can be used to decide what to do or to deal with problems. The main goal of CBML frameworks is getting benefits from the wide spread of mobile devices technologies and the possibilities of cloud computing tools in order to introduce mobile learning solutions [14] that promise in making the learning process easier, flexible, effective, and ubiquitous.

2. OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of this study are to introduce and investigate the existing CBML frameworks in order to provide an essential knowledge and resources to improve the quality of CBML systems which leads to the development of the learning process, shed light on the importance of cloud computing technology in supporting mobile learning systems, and discuss the advantages and limitations of CBML systems.

3. SUPPORTING MOBILE LEARNING WITH CLOUD COMPUTING
When designing a mobile learning system, technical issues are very essential to be considered, involves: how to implement and manage the learning material and learners’ preferences and profiles? What technologies should be used to provide support to different mobile devices? Also, there is a non-technical issue of how to improve the learning experiences and learners’ performance (learning outcomes)?

There are many challenges that face the implementation of mobile learning. Some of these challenges are related to the using of mobile devices. So, in order to make the mobile learning system more effective, there is a great need to take the facilities from other new technologies. Some of challenges in mobile devices are the small storage capacity and the limited processing power. Cloud computing eliminates these challenges by offering a gigantic storage capacity and a very speed processing power for mobile learning. Cloud computing gives mobile learners more flexibility in completing assignments, sharing files, accessing all documents types, etc., as it is available in more sophisticated computer devices. Cloud computing is the storing, processing, and managing of data, this is by using a remote server hosted on the Internet in preference to a personal computer or a local server. So, researchers hold a great hope in integrating mobile learning with cloud computing [15] as it is the best solution for mobile learning systems with dynamic scalability and low cost [16].

Utilizing cloud computing in learning is ideal as it permits reaching of educational resources to a huge number of learners. The integration of cloud computing and mobile learning promotes mobile learning system to have a rich content, more powerful, and more widely applied. Therefore, there is a strong interest relation between mobile learning and cloud computing, this interest can’t be separated since mobile learning can benefit tremendously from cloud computing environment. With some investment in mobile learning infrastructure, even small educational institutions can initiate in taking the facilities of the cloud. So, the developers of mobile learning applications have adopted the cloud computing technology services as a storage tool and a universal computation resource. Accordingly, mobile learning efficiency could be achieved by integrating it with cloud computing.

4. ADVANTAGES OF CBML
There are many advantages of CBML systems. It is worthy to say that, with mobile devices and cloud computing, learning becomes portable. As mobile devices are portable and the cloud computing is available anywhere and anytime, CBML gives learners a wide range of flexibility in space and time. So, it removes the spatial and temporal limitations. Also, the availability of learning contents, learners’ data, information, references, learning activities, time management tools, and assessments at mobile devices helps in removing barriers of learning process and support synchronized content.
In terms of cost, CBML cuts down the cost of data storage and processing in educational institutions; the low cost of mobile devices and cloud services is the most main benefit of CBML in comparing with the desktop computers or laptops. Also, educational institutions do not need to upgrade and maintain its software or hardware because all storage, updates, and computing processes will be completed on the cloud side; the function of the mobile device is displaying the learning contents only.

CBML is flexible; it supports the flexibility of the learning process with more varied course content formats; like: texts, images, videos, and audios. Also, it supports multi-devices; the same course is available on various mobile devices, ranging from tablets, smart phones, APDs, etc. Hence, it offers promising methods for learners to choose, handle, and apply information to their own needs in their learning environment which support and encourage personalized learning. On the other hand, using massive cloud computing infrastructure with mobile learning is possible to develop, test, and deliver new educational tools in order to transform the experiences of learning to meet the learners’ needs which are frequently in changing.

CBML reforms the formal education; learners focus on getting knowledge, it brings the classroom to the learners. So, learners can download the content by just clicking on a screen. Similarly, it reforms assignments and assessments in a more comprehensive and easy way; assignments could be done in groups while each student is far away from the others. Besides that, learning resources are stored in the cloud. So, it can be shared among different educational institutions. Also, services which improve the learning process from different institutions can be shared. Therefore, more educational resources are available for learners.

CBML makes learners proactive in identifying their needs and in finding suitable solutions. It enhances communication, supports collaborative learning, and provides conversation space between learners themselves and with their instructors. It reduces the cultural and communication barriers between learners and instructors by using suitable channels that learners like. Also, learners can enjoy a high degree of collaboration by connecting them with teachers and experts. On the other hand, CBML may be used as a mean to engage disinterested learners to be involved in the learning process. In general, a new technology in any field usually motivates users.

One of the most benefits of CBML is the ability of storing gigantic data; it will provide educational institutions almost unlimited storage capacities. Mobile devices have limited storage capacities; CBML overcomes obstacles related to data storage. Also, mobile devices have limited computational power. Cloud computing supports unlimited computational power and high performance computing.

The good CBML system has the ability to analyze the learners’ needs. It provides a high quality educational process, improves the quality of learning, and speeds the feedback to learners. Also, evaluating the effectiveness of the learning process becomes easier. CBML is easy to be controlled and monitored which helps in evaluating the learning process and its outcomes.

Mobile learning itself is an interactive and fun method that motivates learners; it makes the learning process more interesting, attractive, and enjoyable. Also, it gets rid of carrying heavy books and bags, everything students need is a very light mobile device connected to the cloud.

In general, CBML makes educational institutions focus on the core of education; the role of the cloud is to assist educational institutions to focus on their business. In addition, it is a prestige for educational institutions that uses mobile devices and cloud computing in its learning process; building an image as a modern educational institution.

5. LIMITATIONS OF CBML

Despite all previous advantages of applying CBML systems, there are some challenges that restrict and limit the using of it. In this regard, privacy, security and safety are the biggest issues in CBML; every component in the cloud is accessible from the Internet. Naturally, nothing connected to the Internet is perfectly secure from attacking. So, privacy, security and safety are still the main obstacles in adopting CBML systems, especially in managing sensitive data of learners and educational institutions. Huge amount of data and software in multiple channels can be hacked easily through networks. So, educational institutions’ data and learners’ personal information could be misused.

In CBML, learners present negative issues related to mobile devices, which include: limited storage capacity, slow downloading, low access speed to online materials, limited batteries, low resolutions, poor colors, low contrast ratio, limited processing power, networks availability, and downtime. Normally, mobile devices’ networks quality do not meet the learners’ satisfactory. Furthermore, no cloud computing provider, even the best, has the power to provide its services during the Internet outages. CBML is Internet based, which means users’ access is fully dependent on their Internet connection. On the other hand, there are many barriers in applying CBML related to the usability of mobile devices, like: small keyboards, small screen
sizes, and the inability of editing documents. Also, in this regard, the digital environment is quite suitable for teenagers and children, but it requires efforts to be adopted and understood by adults.

The cost of unlimited Internet access by mobile devices and the prices of mobile devices are also barriers for some learners. This problem results from the rapid changes in mobile devices technologies; in models, functionality, capabilities, etc. Besides that, there are differences between cloud computing vendors systems in platforms, which make it difficult and may be impossible and expensive to migrate from one cloud computing platform to another.

Educational institutions that depend on CBML have limited control and management at their data, services, and applications. Also, there are inadequate regulations related to cloud computing technologies. In addition, like any software and hardware, CBML platforms may fail for any reasons and not all places over the globe are covered with wireless networks. So, the learning process may be interrupted at any time.

Evaluation challenges and assessment dilemma are also big issues, there is no crucial evidence regarding the effectiveness of adopting CBML in education. Learners’ assessment still not clear in mobile learning and it is difficult to be applied outside the classroom. Moreover, with respect to learners’ distraction; learners may spend their time in things that are not related and their attention may be easily unfocused during the educational process. In addition, ethical problems may appear publicly; ensuring of the proper use of mobile devices for educational purposes is a big challenge in CBML systems. Regarding health risks; people still suspect that using mobile devices over the time and at a long-term is one of the causes in increasing incidences of brain tumors, brain diseases, eyes problems, and aural problems which limit CBML usage.

6. CBML FRAMEWORKS

Generally, the use and development of CBML frameworks will confirm the effective employment of CBML systems in education and support the developmental process for transforming education to the Internet generation. Many researches have attempted to combine the unique features of CBML in a form of a framework. They attempted to identify, explore, categorize, or evaluate the components of the system. Some of these frameworks are presented in this section.

Brhanu and Mulugeta [17] designed a conceptual framework to adopt CBML for Ethiopian HEIs, as shown in Figure 1. Their efforts aim at investigating the difficulties facing cloud computing implementation in mobile learning. They took into their account technological factors and variety of strategic issues from areas of knowledge to ensure a successful CBML adoption, use the resources more effectively, and support the Quality of Service (QoS) objectives, such as availability, reliability, performance, scalability, load balancing, and security in the service models of the cloud. The framework consists of four horizontal layers: User Interface, SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. Also, it comprises two vertical layers: Security Layer and Management and Integration layer. The researchers emphasized that their framework helps HEIs in adopting CBML successfully and will be the base for the development of CBML systems in an effective way. The researchers also proposed architecture for delivering mobile learning services through cloud. Their proposed architecture is shown in Figure 2, it consists of four layers: Users Layer, Devices Layer, Connection Layer, and Cloud Services Layer.

Alghabban et al. [18] developed a mobile learning framework architecture based on cloud computing. Their framework helps teachers and experts in teaching and assessing dyslexic students. They cited that the most considerable feature of their framework is that it fits all students’ profiles and their preferences; this is by implementing learning profile content in different formats (texts, images, and audio). Their framework allows students to interact with the learning content through pointing on the mobile device screen. The proposed framework architecture consists of two parts connected together via the Internet, one part in the mobile device and the other in the cloud provider, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Architecture for delivering mobile learning services through cloud computing [17]

Figure 3. Mobile learning framework architecture based on cloud computing [18]

Shehri [19] proposed a Secure Mobile Learning Framework (SMLF) based on Trusted Platform Module (TPM) in the cloud as shown in Figure 4. The framework is supported by three layers that help in ensuring security, which are: Mobile Learning Application Layer, Protocol Layer, and Physical Infrastructure Layer. Also, the researcher introduced a procedure for personalizing mobile learning applications for learners and instructors as shown in Figure 5. The researcher claimed that the proposed framework ensures mutual authentication of all stakeholders, integrity of the message, privacy of the message, and it is free from known attacks.

Jinlai [20] introduced a live CBML framework to provide learners with the knowledge from centralized shared resources anywhere and anytime, as shown in Figure 6. To improve the availability and usability of mobile learning, cloud environment is adopted. So, the whole services are implemented at the cloud environment. In his framework, the instructor needs to register first, and then can login. When the instructor logs in, a webcam is enabled and starts to capture the session. Every live video clips is progressively downloaded to the server. Learners who want to watch these live videos have to register and get the permission to watch them. Once the learners log in, they can view the available online instructors and select the one they want. Then, learners can access the live contents over the server. The data might be text documents, audio, or video files which are buffered to learners’ mobile devices from the server.
Sun et al. [21] designed a comprehensive cloud-based framework that builds a virtual learning environment to let both learners and instructors engage through mobile devices, as shown in Figure 7. All applications and services in the virtual learning environment will work in combination and be deployed over the cloud to use the massive storage space and high computing capability. The framework of the proposed Software as a Service (SaaS) and Micro Learning as a Service (MLaaS) is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 4. Secure mobile learning framework based on the cloud [19]

Figure 5. Procedure for personalization of secure mobile learning framework based on the cloud [19]

Figure 6. A live CBML framework [20]
Figure 7. Framework of cloud based mobile virtual learning environment for massive open online course [21]

Figure 8. The Framework of the proposed saas and MLaaS [21]

7. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The use of modern technology, especially mobile devices and cloud computing in the educational sector has opened the doors for both learners and teachers for new and innovative ideas. Although there are many advantages of adopting CBML systems, there are also many limitations. The researchers have attempted to identify, explore, categorize, or evaluate the components of the CBML systems in form of frameworks. The existing CBML frameworks have some limitations that need to be addressed for mass adaptation [19] since they don’t address all issues related to implementing CBML in the educational process, such as: security, usability, limited control, networks availability and downtime, evaluation challenges, device compatibility, and etc. Generally, the main hindrance in accepting mobile learning is the lack of cohesive framework [22] and this becomes more vague when integrating it with cloud computing. The inadequacy of such patterns is due to the deficiency of permanent and innovative CBML projects around the world.

The presented frameworks shared the same main themes of technical issues, learners, learning environment design, pedagogy, content, context, devices, time, usability, social interactions, system evaluation, and culture. They almost concentrated on technical issues and ignored CBML systems’ outcomes, or focused on learners’ acceptance or outcomes and ignored other stakeholders. Also, some frameworks are designed to a specific goal, country, university, group of users, or course.

8. CONCLUSION

The most important technology nowadays which may support mobile learning systems is cloud technology. The benefits of integrating mobile learning and cloud computing as a CBML system has been recognized by many educational institutions. CBML is positively affects the teaching and learning process. Learners and instructors have the opportunity to transfer rapidly and economically to CBML applications through their mobile devices. This transformation reduces the operational cost at educational institutions, the costs of software licenses, maintenance, and materials. Also, it provides more powerful functional capabilities. Furthermore, the use of new technology in the educational process has opened the doors for innovative and new thoughts and ideas to get luxury and improvement for both students’ and teachers’ lives.
Many researches have attempted to syndicate the features of CBML in a form of a framework. More studies and investigations are required to fill in the gap of enhancing CBML frameworks towards more standardized and generalized with intelligence features since most of the conducted CBML frameworks were limited to a specific country, university or college, group of users, course, or specific goal. Actually, understanding mobile learning and cloud computing technologies supports designing an effective and dependable CBML framework.
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